
          ADJUSTING THE DRIVE “V” BELTS PROPERLY ON A 3208NA          
   

There is a particular way to adjust the tension on the fan drive/pulley belts, on a Cat

3208NA engine.  First insert the four mounting bolts, through the sliding plate bracket

that is part of the Fan/Pulley assembly and into the front mounting holes on the engine,

making sure that the top adjusting bolt/locking nut on the sliding assembly are loose.

Tighten the mounting bolts enough so that the assembly will still slide up, or down with

just a little resistance. Now get all of the belts in place, then adjust the sliding assembly

adjustment bolt on top until the correct tension on the belts is attained, then tighten the

mounting bolts up in the sliding bracket, then when you think that they are tight, loosen

the top adjusting bolt/locking nut back out a little and then you will be able to tighten the

mounting bolts up quite a bit more, when this is all done, tighten the sliding assembly

top adjusting bolt back up snuggly and with the locking nut that is on the adjusting bolt,

lock it in place. Make sure that you always tighten fan belt assembly before the power

steering and then retighten all of the belts after 100 miles.

If you just quit after the first bolt tightening phase, it will leave the sliding bracket at a

slight angle and can cause the belts to come loose, or in a worse case scenario, it will do

what mine did and loosen all of the mounting bolts back up and out and the fan will drop,

I was Lucky, I heard it when it happened after I had left Randy's.

There was a well meaning person there that had never owned an FC model 'Bird with a

3208NA and he wanted to help Randy and he didn't do the adjustment correctly. I

managed to fix it temporarily in a Wal Mart parking lot in Orlando and get it back to

Randy's at night when it was cool, so that Randy could rebuild the Horton Fan clutch, as

it had broken off the air line when it dropped and the fan would not engage at all.

Since this bolt tightening sequence was performed again after the Horton rebuild, I have

never had the assembly come loose, or loose a belt again. I do not have the belt for the

airconditioner compressor, as the compressor has been removed entirely.

Check out the detailed photos on my web site showing the location of all of the belts

including their part numbers and the adjusters for each V belt set, there are about nine

photos at this time, but more may have been added since this file was created, so be

sure to keep on checking back and also a photo showing a problem that I had with the

idler pulley during my summer trip in 2007. I now carry a spare idler pulley, that is

actually the old one shown in the photos, that Randy Dupree rebuilt for me, using Timken

bearings, which were not used on the last rebuild. This rebuild was quite a savings over

the price of a new idler pulley assembly purchased from Caterpillar. Check out;

http://www.pbase.com/iamflagman/image/84724286
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